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Communism ~nd Co-existence
Subject of. c·ohen Lecture
The nature and relevance of cordance with their interests. InMarxism today was explored in a terests, in the Marxist view, are
lecture by Dr. Robert S. Cohen decided by their position in the
last Thursday in the Amos As- economics of their society."
Dr. Cohen (iiscussed the theory
sembly Hall. The first in a series
of five supplementary lectures to o rchange further.
"The history of a given society
the Aspects oJ Contemporary Civilization course, "Communism and is the history of class conflict and
Co-Existence" outlined the eco- the history of the people's psychonomic, political, humanist and re- locy." Changes in a society are
due eitlrer to· internal conflict
ligious appeals .of the idealology.
Dr. Cohen began by defining (class differences) or to reactions
Marxist sociallsm as "a phrase to an external source when other
which refers to a particular model societies invade it.
"Marx said that the sourc/;!S for·
. . . a scientific hypothesis." The
predictions of Marx, this model making people chatige spontanedescribes the transition to and the ously as a national unit lie in their
setting up of socialism and the re- needs and their ·position in society.
If those needs, -concretely felt, are
distribution of wealth.
"Of· all the socialisms, Marx had so unsa tisfi.ed as to provide no
revolution rethe most worked-out
technical other alternative,
economics with only the benefit of sults."
Dr. Cohen·. interpreted the naearly, classical economic theories,"
Dr. Cohen said. "His was an ele- ttire and function of revolution,
mentary, pioneering explanation of· analyzing its growth in the light
how to allocate human resources of both Marx's teachings and today's societal structures.
on a financial basis."
"Revolution can be spontaneousYet, Dr. Cohen later pointed
out, "Marxist economics is purely ly learned by the people;" he said"
technical; important, but not rele- but usually professionals are more
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vant to the human situation. It is COHEN LECTURE
a tool, not so beautiful in itself."
He said that, given the problem of
private
property
vs. socialized
property, Marxist economics alone
could not decide what to do with
profit extracted from the laborers'
wages for re-investment. This was
Lucky Jim, the second film of
a political matter.
Dr. Cohen discussed the political the distinguished film series, will
be shown October 18 in Clark Scirelevance of Marxism.
"Its main political point was ence 125. The film, produced and
that human societies have all directed by Roy and John Boultchanged, that the present society ing, is based on the novel by
is also changeable . . . One can Kingsley Amis. Staring in the film
even predict tendencies of how the are Ian Carmichael, Terry Thomas
changes will evolve in the future. and Hugh Griffith with music by
These changes result from the John Addison ..
Lucky Jim is a follow-up comedy
fact that people, in general, act as
'types, in classes, and that they of Private's Progress and Broact in a striking order with their thers-in-Law. It .deals with. the unlucky exploits of an associate progeneral culture. People act in acfessor of history. In the slapstick
comedy Ian Carmichael portrays
the history professor and Terry
Thomas portrays his son.
Along with the ninety-five minute film will be shown a short
film entitled Harlem Wednesday.
1
The Rhode Island College Wind
H:~~e wi~~
~:~
Ensemble is looking for new members. This student activity group sic background and suggests the
needs wind and percussion instru- activity of a mid-week Harlem
mentalists, especially French horn, day. Both Harlem Wednesday and
trombone, trumpet, and tuba play- Lucky Jim will be shown in color.
The criteria for the Distinguishers to fill its ranks. Qualified students who would like to play but ed Film Series is based on the
decisions of a committee of four
do not own their own instruments
may borrow them. The College R.I.C. students and four members
owns several instruments,
espe- of the R.I.C. faculty with Mr.
cially the larger and more expen- Joseph Graham as chairman: The
films to be included in the Series
sive ones for this P.urpose.
The Wind Ensemble traditional- must meet the following requirely plays on special occasions such ments: 1) The film must not be in
as convocations. Its members also competition with other films being
present an annual concert which shown or with television shows, 2)
it must be rated as distinguished
will be given this year in March.
Weekly rehearsals are held on or as significant by reputable auThursdays during the free period thority, and 3) the film must disat one o'clock in the new wing of play artistry in some area. Grapes
of Wrath, Treasure of the Sierra
Roberts Hall, room 137.
Interested students are invited Madre, and Juliet of the Spirits
to join the Wind Ensemble at its are some of the films to be prenext rehearsal, or to contact Mr. sented by the Distinguished Film
Series.
John Pellegrino, director.

Panel Speaks On Busing
In South Providence Area
The Rhode Island College cam~ as the continual shoving of inpus was enlightened last Wednes- adequate reform down the Negro's
day by the presence of a panel in- throat under a policy of appeasevolved in the (iiscussion of · the ment, while the real issues rebusing of students in Providence mained to · be considered. Along
and the establishment of Freedom with Rev. Peck and Father ShelSchools. Mr. Raboy of the Socio!- ton, the parent leaders explained
ogy department invited, the panel that, in their opinion, the Provto speak to his Social Problems idence plan, which busses only
class. The panel included the Rev. Negro children out of South ProvJ. Richard Peck, Father Henry idence, had replaced the O'Connor
Shelton, ,Mrs. Anita Baker, Mr. Plan, which would bus white and
Kenneth Crom, and Mrs. Edith Negro children: This is so because
Whiting. Reiteration of the geIJ,- political leaders felt that they
eral dissatisfaction in South Prov- could better_ handle the resistance
idence with regards to the Prov- from South Providence residents
idence Plan for school busing than they could the resistance to
seemed to be the general theme. the O'Connor plan from WashingFreedom schools were explained ton· Park residents. Thus, the
panel stands not opposed to inby the panel as semi-permanent
schools which provide, for the tegration, but opposed to the disNegro child in South Providence, criminatory way in which integraquality education at his own level tion is carried out. They further
at a location close to his resi- believe that the busing of the childence.
, dren to schools with quality educaMembers of the panel, were tion disallows the existence, now
·well versed and aware of the prob- and forever, of quality education
!ems of South Providence, and and integration in the South Provthey provided an interesting in- idence schools.
sight into actual occurrences and
A Political Solution
political strategy pres,;r:ibed for
The fact that the O'Connor plan
the predominantly
Negro area. was scratched and the promise to
Mrs. Baker, Mr. Crom, and Mrs. maintain the Flynn and Temple
Whiting, as leaders and parents Street schools in normal use was
of the Negrq Community, express- reneged upon convinced the panel
ed disgust with what was termed that the benefits of education and

lucky Jim'
S,econd
DFSFilm

WindEnsemble
Members
Sought

~~:e/~~
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Collegiate Jazz Bands To
:Compete In Miami Beach
The top collegiate bands, combos
and vocal groups wi11 fly to Miami
Beach on May 9-11 for the second
annual Intercollegiate
J..,.azz fest· 1
iva.
Winners of six regional competitions will battle for national honors
as Ohio State University, San
Francisco State College and Rider
College defend their titles.
and information
Applications
f
11
· al
t
·1
o~ afr region
even s are avai ab e om the Intercollegiate Jazz
2
~::~tFl;i~~
3~; 9_ :~tri:~;
some of the festivals close on
January 1.
Regional competitions are the
Mobile (Alaibama) Jazz Festival
on February 16-17; the Villanova
Intercollegiate
Jazz Festival in
Pennsylvania on February 23-24;
the Cerritos College Jazz Festival
to be held at Norwalk, California
on March 22-23; the Midwest College Jazz Festival in Elmhurst,
Illinois on March 29-30;· the Inter
mountain Collegiate Jazz Festival
set for Salt Lake City, Utah on·
April. 5-6; and the Little Rock
(Arkansas) Jazz Festival on April
12-13.
Sponsored by· Trans World Airlines and the Sero Shirt Company,
the Intercollegiate
Jazz Festival
attracted
over 700 colleges and
universities in the battle for the
Duke Ellington, John Coltrane and
'.Tony Bennett National Champion-

j~:~

ship Awards in 1967. Outstanding
individual musicians and vocalists
were awarded scholarships.
Over 500 news media, including
the wire services, Voice of America, Armed Forces Radio and the
ABC Radio Network, covered the
1967 national finals. The Festival
was recorded by ABC Records for
an album to be released this
October. ·
Judges for the regional festivals and the national finals inelude outstanding recording artiSt s, performers,
educators, and
music officials.
A new innovation for the 1968
Festival is the vocal group category, with groups of three to
eight voices competing for the
championship.
Any band, combo or ,vocal
group composed of students taking at ·1east six "semester hours"
or nine "quarter
hours" at a
c.ollege or university is eligible
for the Festival. Finalists for.each
regional contest will be selected
from tapes submitted by the entrants. Winners of all regional
festivals in each of three categories will be flown to Miami Beach
for the national finals.
The Intercollegiate Music Festival provides exciting competition
and outstanding
entertainment
for America's colleges and universities.

integration were held subservient
to the political goals of prestigious
people. The only practical benefits
in the adoption of such a plan was
seen skeptically by the panel as
the securement of Federal funds
for educati6n. They felt that if
steps were not taken to alleviate
the dissatisfaction of South Providence residents, the voice in city
affairs of these residents would be
forever silenced. It was implied
that the growing fear in South
Providence was that a bigoted and
powerful oligarchy had previously
planned the busing out of Negro
children so as to make the development of an integrated "model
school" in South Providence unnecessary. In short, the panel expresed fear of total destruction of
South Providence political influence.
Since the panel represented the
opinions of the people of that
area, one can readily s~e that
South Providence residents are
ready to. "stand up and be counted" rather than submit to politicai
dominance. Whether or not the
Providence Plan was a ~lplot, it has not provided serenity
or integration in any part of the
city. The panel declared profoundly that Freedom Schools would
remain open and that parents
1 would
pay the twenty dollar per
child fine as prescribed by Mayor
Doorley for refusal to bus. A settlement with the school committee, the panel concluded, would be
reached only when the Flynn
School could be reopened and integrated as a "model school" on
their terms.
As a final note, the panel asked
that those among the student body
sympathetic to their cause should
also "stand up and be counted."

-

MaryMcConnon
s NEA Secretary
•

•

•

•

Mary A. McConnon, secretary
of the Student National Education
Association, was honored at a
reception
recently
in
the
Alumni Lounge, Roberts Hall, at
Rhode Island College.
Miss McConnon, a senior at
RIC, was elected national secretray at the association's summer
meeting in St. Paul,
The student branch of the National Education Association has
125,000 members drawn from colleges in 49 states.
·
Angela M. Mcilmail, vice president of the Rhode Island College
Education
Association,
was in
charge of the reception.
ANCHORMEN
FITCHBURG

DOWN
3-2
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Letters

EDITORIALS

Dear Editor:

I want to congratulate those responsible for the editorial in the
September 27 issue of the Anchor
entitled "Secret for Win_ning a
Quick War." The American Rifleman, from which this article was
take~. has become the voice of the
National Rifle Association, an or-

Rude Actions F·oster Rebellion
The adult world is bewildered, for it
what causes the
cannot understand
younger generation to be rebellious.
Two instances on this campus serve to
illustrate our accusation that too many
older people have much to learn in the area
of manners and personal relationships and
that these same adults foster the collegiate
rebellion that they so much abhor.

Case in point: a student in on:e of the
classroom buildings smoked a cigaret as
she was leaving the building. It was evident that she was about to make her exit
since she was bidding farewell to a friend.
Suddenly, a female voice barked, "Girl!
No smoking! Outside!" Wouldn't it have
been better to phrase this no-smoking request in a manner befitting in_telligent conversation with a person with feelings?
In another incident, a freshman ·parked
his car, aligb,ted, and had his eardrums

nearly punctured by the shrill sound of a
campus policeman's whistle. Whereupon, ganization of sportsmen who parthe student was verbally pounced upon for ticipate in hunting, target competition, and all other phases of
violating the parking code.
Since the student was new to the College
and its regulations, it would have been
easier to foster a positive attitude on the
freshman's part had this defender of campus law not been as rude and overbearing
as h~ was. (Incidentally, this particular
policeman makes a consistent practice
of being ill-mannered towards students endeavoring to find a parking spot so they can
dash to class) .
We would suggest strongly that these
employees of the state obsessed with their
positions learn the ways of the good-mannered and practice them.

Editor

to the

LIKED EDITORIAL

shooting. The N.R.A. is the-largest,
for
most powerful representative
these sportsmen, opposing the unreasonable laws recently proposed,
while supporting those laws which
are beneficial to the safety of all
American citizens, whether or not
they are gun enthusiasts. I _was
pleased to see that the problems
facing the shooting sportsman are
of interest to the editorial board
of the Anchor. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Edmond Proulx
Class of 1969

STUDENTS DOING
UNUSUAL JOBS
Dear Editor:

I am sure that your staff has a
limitless number of creative ideas
for future articles in the Anchor
but I hope you will listen to a
suggestion.
I have an idea that I hope will
interest you and my fellow students.
I'm sure many students went
away at some time during the
summer vacation. Whether it was
a week spent at the beach, a tour
of Europe, or a short trip to Bermuda or Nassau, to them it was a
trip filled with pleasant memories.
My point is, it .would be interesting to read about these lucky
students who were able to get
away from summer work for a
brief time or for the whole summer, or to read about students
who have held unusual jobs.
I'm sure that many students
would be encouraged to apply for
jobs they may have read about, or
may realize that, for example, a
trip to Bermuda isn't really very
expensive.
Sincerely,
Deborah L. Ducham

If regulations are blatantly violated, it
is not surprising; the rudeness from campus cops and others on the campus helped
to make it so.

·
TheMolfntains
RICWentOve.r
By E. S. Dodge and G. Morris

No, lugging sleeping bags and
canteens wasn't a part of reverse
hazing last Friday. A group of
R.I.C. energetics was boarding a
bus bound for the White MounOur
tains of New Hampshire.
recreation director, Mr. John Taylor, had organized an expedition
which involved a steep climb to
the summit of Mount Lafayette, a
more level hike across the peaks
to Liberty Mt. and a steep descent
to the Flum~ on U. S. 3; a rugged
12 miles.
Spirits were ~ept high despite
the fact that tents had to be pitched by the light of Coleman lanterns. After camp was set up,
warmth was generated by a roaring campfire, coffee and lively disdespite
cussions. That night hard
mattresses,
air
leaking
ground and a friendly cat - some
sleep was had by all. (33½ min.
max.)
Early risers cooked a . hearty
breakfast for the late (6 a.m.)
risers. By 7:30 knapsacks were
filled with sandwiches, New Jersey apples, and R._ I. candy; we
were off! Dr. Averill set the hare's
pace with Mr. Nebiker followed by
the students strung along the trail
in a long line. Up, up and away,
into the cloud shrouded forest.
Mr. Schiller, from our math dept.,
and Mr. Taylor kept the tortoises
in line.
Because of the steep slopes, rest
stops were frequent. The colorful
foliage soon gave way to the aromatic spruce forest. Higher and
the
higher on the mountain,
spruce trees grow shorter and
shorter. Views of the landscape,
still shouded in fog, could be easily
enjoyed. A picture log was kept by

our geographer, Mr. Nebiker. Now
and then, the tortois met the hare,
but "onward and upward" was
signaled before the huffers and
puffers were quite able to catch,
their breath. Gradually the span
between the groups lengthened
until the summit of Mount Lafayette was reached. The elevation
gave new taste to peanut-butter
and jelly. The freshness of mountain spring water gave renewed
vigor and the leaders took off with
gusto.
Crossing the summits of Li~coln
Mts., the
and Little Haystack
sight-seers munched apples, seeking strength to keep the hikers at
least in sight. This was the most
glorious part of the trip. Several
hundred feet below us was the
timberline. All around us, in all
directions, the white, puffy clouds
moving,
constantly
danced;
streaming up the steep eastern
slopes, playing tag with the summits. To the west, a valley filled
with cotton; to the east a tremendous panorama - a green and
yellow valley, a primeval wilderness; nowhere the sight of man
nor his works. We felt unburdened
here, alone, away from every unpleasantness.
The peak of Mount Liberty was
a side step from the main trail.
Mr. Schiller led the more enthusiastic members to the summit,
while most chose to rest and lazily
gaze upon the clouds and mountains across the valley. Then,
downward, downward, ever downward to The Flume. At the bottom, those who had steadily
brought up the rear were finally
able to keep pace with Dr. Averill
enjoying the splendors of the glacial masterpiece.

The day's excursion was indeed
filled with rewarding experiences
and enough exercise to last most
of us quite a while. The homeward
bound bus was indeed a welcome
picture ... To close the day, the
group serenaded our unique driver
in the style of Mitch. Mr. Taylor's.
trip has certainly provided us with
a workout, but there is no doubt
that we all found the adventure
-personally rewarding and would be
quite willing to again ch.allenge
some of our mountains.
Never ready to quit, Mr. Taylor
is busy planning more adventures,
among them a ski trip during midsemester break. Our recreation
is located in Walsh
department
221; stop in and see what's in
store! All ideas welcomed!

TrinitySquare
NamesNew
Director
Managing.
1

Trinity Square Repertory Company Artistic Director Adrian Hall
announces that David H. Harper
has been named Managing Director for the resident professional
theatre.
A former Rhode Islander, Mr.
Harper comes to the Trinity company with a wealth of experience
in all phases of theatre management.
Before joining Trinity Square,
he was Assistant to the Producer
of New York's long-run musical
now in its
"The Fantasticks,"
eighth year. During that time, he
TRINITY

SQUARE
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Avant GardeFilms Presented
By -Distinguished Film Series

'Yl.o.tic'l.~ Seven
- READING

COURSES

Freshmen who signed up for reading courses but were
unable to attend the first cycle because of schedule conflicts
may be able to participate in subsequent cycles which will be
offered at different hours. The second cycle will begin in midNovember. Inquiries may be made of Jol;m Carli, Undergraduate Reading Services, The Reading Center, Mann Hall (E).
SPEECH PROFICIENCY ..TEST

The Speech 101-102 proficiency test will be given Monday
and Tuesday, October 16 and 17 at 7:00 p.m. A student wishing
to take the test should receive permission from his speech 101
instructor or, if not currently enrolled in Speech 101, from
Dr. M. L. Cubbage, chairman of the department. All applicants
are required to register with Dr. Cubbage, Room 108E, Mann
Hall, prior to October 10.
FLU INOCULATIONS

Dr. Clara Smith, the College Physician, will give two influenza shots to students, faculty, and staff desiring them.
The first inoculation will be given between 12:00 noon and
2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, October 17, in the Health Service Office, Alger 125. If you were vaccinated last year, one shot is
sufficient; if not, two shots are recommended. The cost of
serum is $.50 for the first shot and $.50 for the second. Payment must be made in advance to the Business Office by Friday,
October 6. Shots will riot be given to those who do not make
payment by this date. Minors must receive parental permission.
Forms for this are available in the Student Center. Persons
allergic to eggs are not to receive shots.
Information will be posted later concerning the second inoculation date.
Lawrence M. Stratton·
Dean of Administration

By Joe Sousa

Three o'clock on the afternoon
of Wednesday,
September
27,
Amos Lecture Hall became the
gathering place of the curious and
the interested for viewing a series
of Avant Garde films. The entire
showing lasted approximately 1½
hours and for the uninitiated it
left some dazed, others amused,
most bewildered, and a few even
embarrassed.
The reason for all this mixed
emotion is that the Avant Garde
film follows the most unorthodox
methods in attempting
to comment on contemporary problems.
The camera is juggled with lights
flashed, the focus blurred, music
blarred, and the action bizarre.
Sound like a horror show and a
half? It might have been just that
if it were not for films such as
"Oh Dem Watermelons."
In its
half amusing-half sad manner, it
gives the .total picture of one of
the countries most crucial problems, the plight of the American
Negro.
-Not all ·of the films were as explicit about their messages as was
Oh Dem Watermelons.
In fact

Chaplaincy Program Sponsors
Lecture On Modern Man
The second event of the R.I.C.
Chaplaincy Program, a lecture entitled "Modern Man and Modern
Drama,"
was
presented
last
Thursday at 1:00 in the Demonstration Room of the Clark Science Building. The speaker, Mr.
Winfield Scott of the English
Dept., employed Eugene Ionesco's
play, "The Lesson," as an example
of modern drama and showed
what it had to offer in the way
of a mesage for modern man.
The lecture began on a low key,
as Mr. Scott read directly from
his notes, describing the condition
20th century man fin~s himself in.
Mr. Scott said that, modern man,
bereft of the institutions which
formerly he could believe in, was
left alone to find meaning in his
existence and give him something
to relate to. He said that formal
education, government, even organized religion have failed man
in his search. In commenting on
the popular phrase of the prophets
of Doom that "God is Dead," Mr.
Scott said that
one. wonders
whether He was even alive in the
first place. He cited the fact that
rather absurd parodies have evolved such as the ones found on lapelbuttons which read, "Christ is
Alive and Well in Mexico" and
"Christ is Alive and Ruling in
Paraquay. Such was the condition
finds himself in, and for a solution,
Mr. Scott turned to Eugene Ionesco and the Theatre of the Absurd.
"The Lesson," from which Mr.
Scott quoted copiously and elivened his presentation considerably,
does not deal with plot and characterization
in the conventional
way. The emphasis is on simplicity
and a basic confrontation between
two people, who are never even
properly named, but referred to as
simply the "professor" and the
"pupil." In place of the normal
academic rhetoric which occur in a
lesson situation between two people such as these, Ionesco give the

they seemed like one continuous
happening with no holds barred
(and in some cases everything
bared woulcf-be more appropriate).
If you happened to miss them, but
at one time or another had seen
Felini's 8½ you can appreciate the
spectacle which took place Wednesday.

·tuation in America. There is no
flag wavin~, protest
songs, or
speech makmg. The melon, symbolizing the American Negro, and
his tortures are self explanatory.
We see it happen every day. The
strange part of it is that we have
also seen the ]i)Ositions reversed
and the pursuers being pursued up
those stairs. Watts, Newark, and
Detroit, for example, are each a
single step in that flight of stairs.
It's a long walk up to the landing
which. is unfortunate, but I'll bet
no one bothered to count those
stairs when kicking the water·melon down.

The first of the films was entitled
Beat.
It
should
have
been called "Walking In The
Rain" because that is juS t . wh~t
happened. Two_ people walkmg_ m
the rain, looking for some th mg
and never finding it, or each o~her.
An endless search for happmess
Undertow was one of the most
and endless disappointment?
I
don't know, to me it seemed more Freudian
epics ever seen. I've
like an endless movie.
heard of a boy and his dog, but
a girl and her cat! Actually it inWisp took a different approach. volves a girl and her frustrations
It involved a man meeting a worn- and fantasies and 'how their dean and having an affair. Then, struction leaves the girl alone and
with second thoughts he calls her rejected. She is ultimately found
and they find that there is some- dead on a beach - sort of all
thing more than just the carnal washed up.
love they have shared.
The Bridge is a film reminiscent
Un Chien Andalou defies de- of Occurence at Owl Creek Bridge.
scription, It stood to reason that Perhaps one is a product of the
Salvador Dali had his fingers in it. other. A man is hanged, but in the
I doubt very much that there was few moments it takes him to die,
much to be learned from this film he believes he has escaped. At
at all except for a lesson in eye- last he dies and the audience
ball slashing, which was the open- realizes that the rope never broke
ing scene, and who needs it.
and that he is quite dead.
Follow the bouncing waterConfessions of a Black Mother
melon . and you'll sing the theme Succuba was something else again.
to Oh Dem Watermelons,
a Scantly clad and unclad girls rollthought provoking statement on a ed, danced, and threw themselves
most important problem. The au- on a bed. While they went through
dience is shown a watermelon in their gymnastics, scenes of the
the middle of a playing field. Miss America Pagent, Ed Sullivan,
Then, wtih a thud, the melon is and assorted TV film clips were
kicked by a football player and flashed. If this was a commentary
sent into the middle of a charging on man and his passions, all that
team. In a sequence of clips the can be said is, what a way to go!
melon is kicked, smashed, shot;
Although the films may have all
squashed, dropped, thrown off a seemed bizarre, it was an experibus, and even dissected. The melon ence worth taking part in. They
is put in every conveivable situa- are a part of the times and should
tion. It is loved, abused, and beat- be viewed and treated with an
en all to the chorus of Oh Dem open mind. Let's hope that the
Watermelons. It is finally kicked Distinguished Film Series contidown a flight of stairs, rolled and nues its good work in presenting
kicked some more. It seems that these films, and in so doing, crethere is no end to the abuse the ates an awareness at R.I.C. of
melon wip take. So, what hap- what is going on in the world
pens? It's kicked a little more. around us.
But wait; the melon stops rolling I..::==============
down the stairs and now rolls up
MEN!
the stairs towards its antagonizers

and chases them away. The roles
are now reversed and because the
watermelon stopped to fight back,
it is no longer an object of abuse.
Mr. Scott lectures on Modern Man and Modem Drama
Does •the plot sound familiar?
reader reams of nonsensical repar- lover and will help them dispose No; It should. Oh Dem Watertee and outlandish dialogue. What of the corpse. The kind of atrocity, melons is one of the best commenunderlies this, and is .the mesmeri- as Marie gives the cowering Pro- taries ever made on the Negro sizing quality of the play, is the ris- fesor a Swatstika armband and
ing
emotional
state
which tells, " . . . wear this, then you
the reader
perceives
beneath won't have anything more to be
the surface. The emotional state afraid of, ... that's good politics!"
culminates in a frenzied scene,
Perhaps the most obvious attack
where the Professor, who gradual- in the play is that of the ritually gains dominance over the stu- istic use of language, speech with
dent who has been pummelled into no true
communication.
Prof.
a stupor, commits, with a knife- Scott cited a situation
where
phallic symbol, a murder rape by speech is prostituted in what he
stabbing the helpless pupil. As it called, a la Eric Berne, the "Garturns out, this is not an isolated bage-Can Nocturne." This game
event, as Marie, the professor's occurs when neighbors see each
maid, mentions that there are other while throwing out the swill
thirty-nine other dead pupils in one fine evening, and both know
the back yard, and, as the ·play precisely what· remarks will be
ends, another pupil comes to the made and what pleasantries will
door for her "lesson."
be exchanged, even before they
Cast in the absurdist traditions, actually happen. In the play itself,
"The Lesson" is typically pesse- the incongruous dialogue acts in
mistic. It mocks education as the much the same manner, render
panacea of all social ills and at- the external or "outer" play, quite
tacks religion with a reference to senseless.
Father August who is the Maid's MODERN MAN

Interested in Joining a
Fraternity?
Meet ALL Three:
Sigma Iota Alpha, Zeta Chi,
Kappa Delta Phi
Amos Lecture Hall
Wednesday (Today), Oct. 4
7:30 p.m.
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By Peter Melaragno

A NOTE FROM YOUR
STUDENT SENATE:

DO

YOU
CARE

■

■

■
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The prohlinence of Avant-Garde
cinema seems to be a reaction
mainly against the Hollywood-applied stigma of theatrical cinema,
the purists
finally trying
to
achieve the natural development
from still photography to moving
pictures
as photography
has
grown from painting. While some
cinema directors, notably Europeans, have corrected the theory
that film evolves from the theater,
many of the minor film makers
that enjoy peculiar ·fame in the
Underground have overdrawn the
statement, arriving at a banai two
dimensional art form.
Although film seems naturally
two dimensional, in its finer examples it does in fact acquire a
third, developed as the viewer
sinks into the picture as it sinks
into him. While in a semi-hypnotic
state, he allows the deftly employed images to play upon his personality package just as a musician plays upon the piano, engaging a multitude of melodies, counter-melodies, rythms, harmonics,
and emotional overtones.
One of the symptoms of the two
dimensional cinema is the absence
of any story or at least a moving
of events. With this absence the
Avant-Garde directors feel they
have at last removed the sh_ackles
of the stage play. Often the results are a series of elaborate
images that their creators surmise
to have an inherent continuity.
This continuity is only in his mind,
howev;er, and cannot be adequately percieved in the absence of the
simplest landmarks or sequences
of events to which everyone can

Autumn
Accent
HOMECOMING
WEEKEND

relate. It is like walking in space;
one needs at least to exact his
weight o nsomething stable to propel himself forward. Many of these
film makers are trying to define
a reality by using either a totally
personal dialect or an unreal language.
One of the methods of the
Avant-Garde is the montage, the
rapid succession of segmented and
sometimes related images, which
is effective when a particular accentuated rythm is desired. The
grand slam total use of montage
that typified most of the Wednesday's film fare is basically ineffective because it does not allow the
mind to adequately absorb the
meaning, to draw personal parallels, and to empathize with the
characters. The montage works in
painting because the nature of
that medium allows one time to
perceive and associate the images.
Painting affords time; it heaps it
upon the viewer, while the cinema
exacts it from him. The effect
then is not that of reaching into
our innards, but the irritation of
our exteriors.
The use of chance or happy accidents is in reality one of those
pleasant necessities of the creative
act, the real artist however, being
he who demands total control over
his materials, yielding to accident
only upon necessity and with jealous reluctance. The Avant-Garde
amatures seem to partake of the
creed of contemporary
art and
music and make total use of
chance .The superficial case with
which a camera can be made to
yield art, as compared with the
tools of sculpture and painting,

combined with the imposing reality of its projection in a dark
theater can leave the amature
gazing into an abyss of _chance
without his recognizing it.
A few of the films shown lacked
everything except sheer existence,
with the Confession of a Black
Mother-Succuba reaching the peak
of banality. Here the director used
a liberal dose of juxtaposition,
some snappy montage, and a host
of pocket-Freud images to lend
the respectability of art to a stag _
movie. It had as much class as a
sprawling, sexless amoeba.
The Fench film on the, execution
was one of the best. It had what
the others most lacked, a basic
timing and rythm. The Surrealistic film by Salvador Dali and a
Spanish director also had a basic
rythm, but it was too imposing to
be a fine and memorable, experience. It created on the screen an
inner psychological landscape of
its own, preventing us from imposing our own.
At best then they seem to be
films about film about the possibilities of film. Any one of the
films had a host of interesting
images - but then so does life
itself - that could be used intelligently to create good cinema.
Anyone could throw images together; but to make them meaningful and lasting, to give them
varying
degrees of importance
to ·successfully maneuver them
1
through our emotional topography,
this is the trick. In summary the
films were too much of what they
were.
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Cohen Lecture
(Continued from page 1)

apt to find out what can be done."
A successful revolution, to the
Marxists, would entail ''having a
professional
educator
for the
masses, (teaching)
that needs
could be satisfied in a different
order, not by looting, but by reordering property relations and
the political structure." Dr. Cohen
added that this theory was both
true and false at the same time,
proving how a powerful political
party with a sound theory could
make a successful revolution, citing examples from current events.

Dr. Robert

Dr. Cohen explained that socializing a country inevitably meant
its industrialization and described
the enormous toll this process
took upon a people. The price of
this change was that the democracy that Marxists desired would
be "the last of goals realized."

S. Cohen

"Is Marxism a humanist philosophy? And if so, what is its relevance to our society?" Dr. Cohen
asked this question and proceeded
with an explanation. He stressed
the differences in thought between
the Marxists and the existentialists. The first realize the plight of
the modern factory worker, no
more a craftsman,, and expresses
hope for a better future, because
change is inevitable. The latter
has posed important
questions
concerning man's alienation, which
is unchangeable,
and individual
human responsibility, which the
Marxists never considered.

First Choice
Of The
Engageables
They like the smart styling and
the perfect center diamond
... a brilliant gem of fine
color and modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your
ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select yours at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store.
He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

:!:8n

REG1STEREO

e~;!:!ce

ae:i::~~;:

0

RINGS

Open to Marxist theory, yet unsolved, is the analysis of capitalist
culture, which "manipulates human conciousness by mass media,
(with efforts towards) extracting
maximum profits."
The speaker closed his lecture
by remarking that "the study of
Marxism thought today is important. We need the enlightenment
of their theory, for it is a theory
of men under crisis."

HICU

,111ow1100. TO nooo.

TIUDt-MARK

IUHU

REG. A. H. ,oNo

[NLARGtO TO SHOW 811:AUTYor DETAIL.

coM,AHY,

INC,. ESTABLISHED 18'1

HOW TO P1LAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

Name_____________________

_'"

Address____________________

_

City _____________________

State _____________

"October 1, 1967 - after 21
years of famine and frustration
the Boston Red Sox have won the
American League Pennant." Those
were the words of a happy Boston
newscaster last Sunday after the
Bosox won their first pennant
since 1946.
Too Young To Remember

For me, it might as well be the
first pennant they have ever won
because when they took the last
one I was only six months old and,
therefore, neither old enough to
remember nor old enough to care.
The main thing I remember the
Red Sox for is being the team that
traded Babe Ruth to the Yankees
and even that I had to read in a
book somewhere.
For me, the Red Sox have been
something to laugh at. They always looked so good on paper in
April but somehow they never
managed to live up to the_ expectations of Boston fans. They were
convenient
to
have
around,
though, because when they played
the Yankees every year at Fenway Park, I could see the Yankees
play without traveling all the way
to the Bronx.
It's True

~~~ _to_d_a_y_a_t_l_:o_o_p_.m_.
________

~f

overcome, there is still death and
disease. While Marxists contend
that religion is the opiate of the
people, they agree that the world
is heartless. But, as Dr. Cohen remarked, "either one changes the
world or allows -religion . . . "
"How can you have a non-religious
nation without eventually becoming idolatrous?"
In his conclusion, Dr. Cohen
analyzed Marxism in relation to
the U. S., stating that the U. S.
will be the last of the "reactionary
countries." It will be the last
country to adopt socialism because
"capitalism
will work
longer
there."

9

Twenty-one Long Years

Well, enough of that sarcasm
because the Red Sox have certainly had their day. And what a day
it has been - or should I say
season? If someone had described
the events of the past month to
me last September when the Red
Sox ended up in ninth place in the
Dr. Cohen resolved the question American League, I would have
t
of religion in a MarxiS society. laughed hysterically - and never
He explained that socialism has believed a word of it. But it's true.
not solved all of man's problems. The world series begins in Boston

~12sak:e®
DIAMOND

From the Sports Desk:

.--------------.1

_

Zip_________

Dr. Cohen, currently chairman
of the Physics Dept. at Boston
University, is also chairman of the
American Institute
for Marxist
Studies. He has served as a member of -various social-political research committees and has published articles on the philosophy of
science and the history of ideas.

_
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Fine Arts Committe meeting.
Wedn,esday, Oct. 4, 7:30 p.m.,
Kelly Boai:d ~oom, Robert's
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This baseball season will go
down in the record books as the
year that the Red Sox won the
pennant; as the year Carl Yastrzemski won the triple crown; as
the year that four different teams
sold World Series tickets. But,
there is cine more thing that I
feel should go down in the books,
1967 - the year that saved professional baseball.

Even the most ardent baseball
fans should be willing to admit
that our national pastime has lost
some of its popularity in the last
decade. The reasons are many but
one of them is probably that the
New York Yankees dominated the
American League for so long that
baseball became uninteresting to
most people. In the past, the only
time the Red Sox drew a large
crowd at Fenway Park was when
they were meeting the Bronx
Bombers. That was· probably the
case in a number of other American League Parks, too.
But a few short ·years have
changed things considerably. The
Yankees have become a second division team. Competition for the
league pennant has become keen.
This year has been the most exciting in a long ~time. Fans in four
areas - Detroit, Minnesota, Chicago, and Boston have been sitting
on the edge of their seats for at
least a month now to see who
would be able to stand the pace
and win the American League
Pennant. The stiff competition
certainly has not hurt the box office in any of these places I'm certain enough to wager.
It's good to see great competiti_·o_n_b_a_c_k_in_b_a_s_e_b_a_n_.
____
_

Trinity Square Modern Man
(Continued from page 2)

also served as Managing Director
for the South Shore Music Circus
Mass., for four
in Cohasset,
seasons.
Prior to that, Mrs. Harper was
General Manager for New York's
Equity Library Theatre for four
years as well as producer for their
Children's Theatre Company. He
also established and acted as Company Manager for the Equity Library Theatre Borough Tour under the auspices of the New York
State Council on the Arts.
His career in the theatre has included such diverse activities as
designing sets and lights for numerous off-Broadway productions;
directing for summer theatre; and
stage managing off-Broadway and
on tour.
During his tenure at the South
Shore Music Circus, Mr. Harper
enlarged the scope of the Apprentice Program so that at the present time it is one of the best
known and highly regarded programs of its kind in summer
theatre.
His wife, Louise, is Director of
Admissions for the Ethical Culture
Schools in New Yor:k, .They are
summer residents of Little Compton. Harper is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Heber R. Harper of Rhode
Island and Colorado.
David Harper takes over from
Hilmar Sallee, who has been acting as Administrative Consultant
for the Trinity Square Repertory
Company since June.
The company opens its Fifth
Anniversary
Season
tomorrow
with the Bertolt-Brecht-Kurt Weill
m usica,~ play, ''The Threepenny
0
pera.

(Continued froni page- 3)

What Ionesco has given us and
what would constitute the "inner"
play is a stripped down human experience which we must try to understand without the use of language, or the gobbledegook we
usually- pass off as language. Mr.
Scott said that the play was
aimed at "cracking the shell of
egoism" of modern man, who remains very impressed with his
actievements
and
discoveries
in this modern age. Left to his
own resources, man takes pride in
his accomplishments wihch as Mr.
Scott said, quoting Ecclesiastes,
are "vanity, vanity, vanity."
Mr. Scott concluded his lecture
by saying that modern man should
not be incumbered with the physical necessity of. lanuage in communicating with his fellow man,
and although Ionesco's statement
is not a solution, it is a step in the
right direction, and may aid man
in locating his posture in this
modern world.

r:::::::::============;

KAPPA
DELTA
PHI
FrontierNight
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6
8:00.
Admission
$1.00 with costume
$1.25 plain 'dress
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Anchorme~ Booters Down Fitchburg 3-2;
Get First Conference Victory
L,ose To Mass. Maritime and Johnson State.
RIC booters ·dropped two games
this week. ~he first loss came at
the hands of Mass. Maritime. The
second came at the hands of Johnson State College last Saturday in
a game played here.

by Fred Skidmore

Agility, endurance, and tight
defense combined to give the
Rhode Island College soccer team
it's second ·victory of the season.
Last Wednesday the Anchormen
downed Fitchburg State College
3-2 in a home game. The competition, RIC's first in· the NESCAC
this year, was dominated by the
Anchormen throughout in spite of
a gallant effort by an aggressive
Fitchburg squard.

Mass. Maritime

The RIC-Maritime game was a
hard fought battle which saw the
score deadlocked, 1-1 at the end of
regulation -play. Bob Ford, the Academy's center forward scored in
the first period but Jim Wade
tied it up for the Anchormen with
a goal in the second period.
With nearly three minutes of
the five minute overtime period
gone, however, the Academy's
Bob Ford struck again with his
second goal of the game to defeat
the Anchormen, 2-1.

Freshman

Johnson Stat.e

Johnson State College of Vermont defeated the Rhode Island
College soccer squad 7-2 in a
game played at home on very wet
grounds. In the first quarter the
visitors drew first blood as Rod
Harris scored the first of his three
goals of the afternoon. Johnson
scored twice more before the first
half ended and thus, the halftime
score was 3-0 in their favor.
In the third period, Anchorman, Bill Barney scored the first
goal for the home forces. Then
early in tire fourth period Bob
Harris,
Johnson's
inside right
scored for the visiting team. But
RIC came back with a goal by
Mario Amiel.
At this point the score was 4-2
in Johnsons favor, but now RIC
defense just seemed to fall apart
d J hn
St t
dd d thre
an
o son
a e a e
e
more goals before the game was
over. Of course, the fact that RIC
goalie, Dave Marzelli re-injured
his troublesome ankle didn't help
matters
any. Marzelli was removed from the game in the
fourth period.

Combine

After a scoreless first quarter,
in which both the RIC and Fitchburg defenses were superb, the
Anchormen squad came alive. With
just three minutes of the second
period gone, two freshmen, Lionel
Jean and Brian Samson combined
to score RIC's first goal as ,Jean
assisted and Samson tallied.
· From that point on Bogda's men
took charge. In the third period
a concerted team effort on defense held Fitchburg
scoreless
while . the
Anchormen
added
another goal, this one by Lionel
Jean. Mario Amie! also had a goal
in the third period but it was
called back because of a pushing
foul.

Senior D. Colardo in Action Against Fitchburg

Confused Falcon

Harriers Take First
Two ·Meets of Season
The Rhode Island College Cross
•Country team has s~~tep the
1967_ season mo~t a~p1c1?usly ~Y
ri_ostmg two victories m thell'
first two meets of the year.
Mass. Maritime
The RIC Harriers
met the
Massachusetts Maritime Academy
Septemlber 25 and really smothered the Academy's runners by taking the first five positions. James
Joseph, Ray Nelson, Buddy Guertin, Charlie Totoro, and Mark
Haggerty
placed in the one
through five positions, respectively, to give the Anchormen a 15-40
victory.
Quadrangle Meet
On Friday night, September 19,
the team set out for Johnson, Vermont to participate in a Quadrangle meet with Johnson State,
Castleton State, and Lowell Tech
on Saturday afternoon at 2:00
p.m. The Anchormen didn't arrive
in Vermont until after midnight
and by then they were all exhausted by the long road trip. As
a result, they slept late and ate a
late breakfast Saturday morning.
Two O'clock came around just a
little too soon for Coach Taylor's
boys and before they had the

chance to digest their
they were on the run.
Sickness

breakfast

Sets In

The closest Fitchburg came to
scoring in the thrid period was
on an attempt by a Falcon fullback who took the ball in the
wrong direction and almost forced
it into the wrong goal. However,
in the final period Fitchburg got

its bearings well enough and
threatened seriously to the dismay of the considerable number
of RIC fans in the stands.
After Don Starr of Fitchburg
and Mario Amie! of RIC exchange,d goals, Bob Hunter brought
Fitchburg to within one point of
the Anchormen· with a goal with
7:01 remaining in the game. However, the RIC defense rallied
under the leadership of fullbacks
Bob
Marchand
and
Dfck
L,awrende, and the score stayed
at 3-2.
Team Effort

The well rounded team effort
exhibited superbly that a new
caliber of soccer is being played
this year at RIC and the enthusiasm of the fans in attendance
demonstrated
that
the team's.
effort was greatly appreciated.
RIC will meet Gorham State
College in a conference game this
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. at home.
FITCHBURG
Kiernan
O'Neil
Catalini
Gill
McCauley
Perreault
Miller
Starr
Hunter
Marchand
Thompson
Goal. - Samson,

RIC
Goal
Marze Iii
RFB
Marchard
LFB
Lawrence
RHB
Colardo
CHB
Haigh
LHB
Short
IR
Jean
OR
Amie!
CF
Wade
IL
Samson
OL
Barney
Jean Amie!, Starr, Hunter.

Harriers
HaveCoachlntramurals This Year

The course was a hilly 3.7 miles
but up to the mile point the RIC
Harriers were faring rather well.
by Jane Driscoll
In fact, several Anchormen were
Rhode Toland Colleg~•s cross
breathing right down the neck of
Intramurals have started again country team has been working
Johnson State's top runner, Nole
Peters. But at this point, the late at R.I.C. Mr. John Taylor, co-- hard, reports new cross country
hours and late breakfast began to cordinator of the program, reports coach, John Taylor. The team,
take 'their toll on the individual that there are sixteen activities, consisting of ten men, works out
members of the team. Sickness of this year, with three new activi- twice daily. The Squad runs 3-4
RIC vs Gorham
an unmentionaible type set in and ties added over last year. The miles in the morning, with sprints
The Anchormen now have two
in Coach Taylor's own words, three are bowling (for men), fowl of 440 yards and 880 yards, ·and
wins and three losses on the sea"The pack was spread out along shooting, and the turkey trot. The runs 8-10 miles in the afternoon.
son. However, they are 1-1 in
turkey trot is a cross country two Coach Taylor runs with his team
the
course."
Conference
competition.
·They
mile run and will have prizes. whenever possible, but when he
However,
not
even
upset
stommeet Gorham State College in a
aches were going to stop these First prize is a turkey, second a can't make practice, he manages
home game Saturday at 2:00 p.m.
determined Anchormen. In spite duck -and third is a chicken. He to get in his running time after
JOHNSON
STATE
RIC
of their illness and state of ex- didn't mention if the prizes were hours. Those who live in Cranston
might see him some day running
haustion, they took six of the dead or alive.
Steven>
Goal
Marzelli
Zehneher
RFB
Mr. Taylor would like to deve- down Reservoir Ave. and around
Marchard
first ten positions and won the
Rauliner
LFB
Lawrence
meet by a considerable margin! lop an intramural council ,and an Garden City. Coach Taylor feels
Robert
RHB
Colardo
The final scores were: RIC 26, officials club at R.I.C. The intra- that "good running is developed
Mackey
CHB
Haigh
Johnson State 39, Castleton State mural council would have repre- through getting as much distance
Tal
LHB
Short
Williams
OR
Amie]
sentatives from all the organiza- in as possible."
89, Lowell Tech 104.
Harris
IR
Jean
La1:,t year's uncoached
Charlie Totaro and Ray Nelson tions on campus and its purpose
team
Merrill
CF
Wade
placed second ,and third for the would be to improye the intra- went undefeated all season, but
Clark
OL
Samson
Bushey
,, IL
Anchormen; while Buddy Guertin, mural program. The officials club for the final conference meet,
Barney
RIC Reserves: Sergeson, Rhodes, Catuogno,
Mark
Haggerty,
and
James would be to improve the officiat- where they placed second. Two
Kennedy, Mello, Slyvia.
veteran members of that team
Joseph took the sixth, seventh, ing for activities.
Goal, - Merrill, Harri, 3, Clark, Devoie,
Barney, Amie!.
and eighth positions, respectively.
For a small college, we are fort- returning this year are Ray Nel~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
I Fred;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
and Bob Bayha tied for the unate ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
to have an intramural pro- son and Fred Bayha. Among the
tenth spot.
gram, Mr. Taylor said. Most other promising freshman are: Jimmy
colleges only have four or five Joseph, Mark Haggerty, Charlie
Deserve Support
Any team that shows so much activities. We have sixteen. He Totoro, and "Buddy" Guertin. Bob
determination
certainly deserves also mentioned that there are few Bayha, a transfer student and
some support from RIC students. participants in the soccer, fenc- therefore ineligible last year, will
The Anchormen will be running ing, wrestling, and volleyball act- be with the team this season.
435 Mount Pleasant Avenue
in their home meet ever next ivities and he hopes more men
When asked which meets would
Saturday, October 7. They will will come out for them, this year. probably be- the toughest, Mr.
host S.M.T.I. and Gorham State Mr. Taylor said, "It makes no Taylor named Boston State ColSAVE 3¢ A GALLON
College. Starting time is 2 :00 p.m. difference . whether or not you lege and Bryant College,lbut, "All
I'm sure the team would appre- win, the purpose of any intramur- teams are tough. Nobody is a
ESSO Regular at 28. 9
ciate a little support.
al program is to have fun."
'push-over' in cross country."
ESSO Extra at 32.9
l;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;
The activities for first semester
In the past all meets have been
1
CROSS COUNTRY
are touch football and soccer, held away. This year, however,
MEET HOME
starting
October
2, bowling, R.I.C. will be the host of a trianSAVE
SAVE
SATURDAY 2:00 P.M.
starting October 16, and the tur- gylar meet on October ·7th with
I key trot on November 21.
L--------------l
Gorham State and S.M.T.I.

Lowest Price On Gas

VinnieDuva'sEssoStation

•---------------------------i,

Anyone?

